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ABSTRACT

The COVID-19 pandemic has forced institutions to rapidly alter their behavior, which typically has disproportionate negative effects on people with disabilities as accessibility is overlooked. To investigate these issues, we analyzed Twitter data to examine accessibility problems surfaced by the crisis. We identified three key domains at the intersection of accessibility and technology: (i) the allocation of product delivery services, (ii) the transition to remote education, and (iii) the dissemination of public health information. We found that essential retailers expanded their high-risk customer shopping hours and pick-up and delivery services, but individuals with disabilities still lacked necessary access to goods and services. Long-experienced access barriers to online education were exacerbated by the abrupt transition of in-person to remote instruction. Finally, public health messaging has been inconsistent and inaccessible, which is unacceptable during a rapidly-evolving crisis. We argue that organizations should create flexible, accessible technology and policies in calm times to be adaptable in times of crisis to serve individuals with diverse needs.
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1 INTRODUCTION

As the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic motivated public health statements, widespread stay-at-home and shelter-in-place orders, and a broad transition from in-person to online interactions, dramatic transitions occurred that affected people’s lives. Individuals, organizations, businesses, and governments have been forced into new and unknown circumstances and have had to adapt rapidly. Throughout any rapid change, people with disabilities (PWD) feel a disproportionate impact of new policies and behaviors, sometimes as a result of unintended consequences [81]. PWD are also uniquely poised to understand and critique these new policies and ways of life because of their extensive lived experiences negotiating health precarity and roles as longtime advocates of some tools now widely used to properly social distance.

In this research, we characterize the impact of these effects across multiple domains using information from social media posts, organization websites, and news outlets. As lockdowns and other stay-at-home orders proliferated in late March and early April of 2020, we did preliminary reading on how PWD and high-risk individuals were affected. Using posts from Twitter, we identified major topics of discussion and focused on three key domains where technology and
disability intersect in this crisis: product delivery, remote education, and public health information dissemination. We obtained a broad set of perspectives about the impact of recent changes by conducting domain-specific Twitter searches and analyses. We added additional context to these perspectives through follow-up analyses of specific sectors, including the prioritization policies of grocery stores, the accessibility of major online education platforms, and the presence of alternative text on public health department tweets.

While services like online ordering and grocery delivery existed before the COVID-19 outbreak, the use of these services spiked dramatically as social distancing policies proliferated [11]. Product delivery and online ordering have been a boon and a pain point for PWD for decades [12, 28, 49, 64]. However, flooding of these services when the wider population needs or wants them (due to convenience, business closures, etc.) has resulted in reports of unavailability and/or delays for all users (e.g., [3, 67]). For PWD or other at-risk individuals who may not have other options, this adds a level of inconvenience or even danger to previously quotidian experiences like grocery shopping. Our analysis of tweets related to this domain revealed criticism of access to groceries, both in-person at stores and through online ordering. We corroborated these accounts by examining the policies of the largest grocery store chains in the US and UK, finding that only two offered any prioritization of delivery slots for high-risk individuals. Even still, these policies struggled to target the appropriate users, as it can be difficult to determine who is in most need of a limited service. Social distancing regulations have highlighted the importance of delivery services for everyone and often expanded their availability; however, inconsistent attention to the needs of PWD led to insufficient support.

Online education has shifted from being one potential choice to being the only available option in many locales. While PWD have long advocated remote attendance options for events and lessons [61] only now are remote options broadly available. However, the tweets we examined revealed that the quick adoption of online education tools and programs has introduced new accessibility barriers. Educators with little or no previous experience instructing remotely must make do with little training or expertise in the tools they are given. In some cases, special education programs that children with disabilities had access to at school did not translate well, or at all, to remote learning, showing that accommodations must consider emergency planning to avoid interruptions. We did see that many in the educational community, especially educators with a focus on children with disabilities, have come together online to share resources for parents to adopt and use at home. Educators also helped other educators make digital course material more accessible to address longstanding problems with inaccessible online content.

Finally, rapid access to public health information is now more important than ever. With health advice, government orders, and medical research changing at a rapid pace, it is necessary for everyone to have up-to-the-minute access to information. Public health knowledge impacts the health and safety of oneself and others, and it ensures compliance with rapidly changing social distancing policies. Yet news reports and social media posts have questioned information communication methods, particularly impacting PWD, as many governments are failing to provide accessible communication to people with vision impairments or who are deaf or hard of hearing (DHH) [58, 78, 81]. In our tweet analysis, Twitter users complained that press briefings and websites failed to meet basic pre-pandemic accessibility benchmarks. New and critical public-health measures, like wearing masks in public, were implemented without consideration of their possible communication impact for people who are DHH. Next, we analyzed posts from the public health departments of all US states and territories. We found that while the number of U.S. state health departments posting accessible images increased during the pandemic, it did so from an abysmally low baseline and limited access to public health information by people with vision impairments.

The COVID-19 crisis has emphasized the need for accessible and universal design in technology across many domains. Although the world is constantly changing, these rapid and dramatic shifts highlight gaps in strategies for emergency preparedness for PWD, a particularly understudied facet of much disaster response research in HCI. Some highlighted gaps include existing problems magnified by the pandemic, while others consist of novel emergencies that may have been ameliorated with more flexible technology and policy design. We argue that these changes should be implemented and considered before disasters occur so that marginalized groups do not feel the brunt of the impact. Moreover, we should take advantage of the current circumstances—in which nearly everyone is living a more virtual life—to create more universally accessible tools and experiences for all.

2 RELATED WORK

Our research lies at the intersection of social media usage, service interruptions, and public health dissemination. We examine literature pertaining to each of our domains of interest below.
2.1 Social Media

2.1.1 Social media and lived experiences.

Social media platforms have been used to document and understand a variety of lived experiences of PWD [6, 10, 13, 36, 45, 52, 53, 65, 77]. A noteworthy area of recent research is online activism. PWD have long used social media to call attention to important issues by attempting dialogue with technology companies about tool inaccessibility [12], sharing photographs of accessibility problems with #accessibilityfail [51], broadcasting art projects [17], and increasing disabled voter turnout [35]. Social media has also hosted large-scale events in substitute of in-person protests to avoid many of their physically, environmentally, or socially inaccessible aspects. Li et al. [50] described how PWD took to online platforms to organize and participate in the 2017 Disability March which energized, empowered, and motivated self-change by attendees. Subsequent research examined Twitter usage by the campaign against legislation which would change the Americans with Disabilities Act [5]. They found that Twitter is a convenient platform for political engagement because it is used by other key players (e.g., politicians, media, and organizations) and can be impactful in bringing attention to a cause. Given its rich potential to offer windows into the lives of disabled people without requiring synchronous contact, which is particularly difficult and potentially unethical to organize during a pandemic, we positioned Twitter as a site for learning about COVID-19’s impact on PWD.

2.1.2 Social media in crises.

Previous research has examined social media responses during earlier crises. Information-specific activities have been found especially prevalent during crises. However, the types of tweets shared, such as a higher frequency of broadcast-type tweets than original content differs from calm times [44, 47, 79]. For example, people affected by the DeepWater Horizon oil spill flocked to Twitter to express uncertainty regarding interventions that were being reported by traditional media, and used the platform to corroborate and interpret different information sources in the spill’s aftermath [26]. During Hurricane Sandy, Twitter users in the storm’s path more often retweeted local sources with locally-actionable information [47] and increased tweeting overall [41, 48]. Demuth et al. [27] noted that cues such as the closing of local businesses prompted users to more intentionally assess risk, which resulted in the discussion of protective measures online. In addition, when surveying PWD (n=1,120) about how they received the public alerts, 15-21% reported using social media to receive emergency information, 10-15% reported using social media to verify the information, and 10-18% reported sharing it [55]. People with communication disabilities and those who are deaf reported the highest use of social media during emergencies. Overall, social media has been shown to be a key information source and deliberation platform for receiving and processing rapidly-changing phenomena and for proposing and discussing potential responses.

2.2 Service Interruptions

Crisis events like weather phenomena and pandemics necessitate the disruption of ordinary activities, such as the closure of businesses and schools. It is therefore essential that back-up services meet the needs of people with a diverse range of abilities. In this next section, we explore literature in two domain areas that we focus on in this research.

2.2.1 Shopping online.

In the event of physical store closures, online stores serve as a potential stand in for the population. This introduces shifts in inequality of access, as PWD historically have been less connected to the internet and unable to use several websites, particularly if they are older, have lower incomes, or live alone [4, 30, 32, 69]. However, online retail also has a history of biasing against PWD; access barriers on the internet are actually widespread [75]. In the U.S., a number of lawsuits have been filed to compel retailers to update their websites to meet accessibility standards, including cases against the Winn-Dixie grocery store chain [60], Domino’s Pizza restaurants [14], Burger King restaurants [15], and Blue Apron meal kit delivery [20]. These and other ecommerce websites were found to be inaccessible by screen readers, making it impossible for users with vision impairments to get the products they want [12]. These access barriers can have psychological as well as practical impacts on shoppers [37]. The outcomes of these cases recommend basic accessibility features to improve the shopping experience, including captioned and audio-described videos and keyboard navigation support [54]. In addition to technological barriers, websites sometimes have online prices that are higher than in-store prices, producing pricing discrimination for people who cannot easily shop in a store [49]. As the world transitioned to this traditionally inaccessible form of shopping, we examined a sample of tweets depicting the experience and advocacy surrounding a crucial activity for survival: online grocery shopping.

2.2.2 Education online.

While access to online education is convenient, the online interface presents a myriad of challenges for students and instructors with disabilities [66]. Like online shopping, access barriers are persistent and widespread. For example,
learning management systems introduce accessibility problems, as has been extensively found in research on Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) [9, 18, 46]. A personal account by Professor Sushil Oswal, who is blind, recently detailed his difficulties teaching through the Canvas online learning management system [62]. In response, several research teams have written guidelines for improving the accessibility of MOOCs, including those on EdX [68], Coursera [2], and others [21, 23]. However, access barriers exceed software interaction design; screen time, for example, exacerbates eye fatigue [66]. Finally, Seale and Cooper [71] posit that learning theories can reveal an association between pedagogy and accessibility. That is, even if tools become functionally accessible, the curriculum and culture of a course impacts accessibility. One study [66] corroborated this as 69.7% of disabled students surveyed kept their disabilities private and 71% chose to not request accommodations. In light of this multifaceted problem, researchers have argued that teachers must implement universal design for learning as to not rely on disability disclosure to facilitate accessible instruction [16, 31]. In parallel, movements to widely teach web accessibility to computer science are burgeoning in hopes more professionals, like the developers who build and maintain learning management systems, will more consistently follow accessibility best practices [65, 73]. Despite these steps forward, we lack research to understand how a rapid transition to online education affects PWD.

2.3 Public Health

The timely dissemination and consumption of information communicating impending risk and necessary precautions during crises is crucial to decision making and even citizen safety [63]. However, planners have a track record of forgetting to account for the unique needs of persons with disabilities. Numerous court cases in the United States have been filed regarding emergency response plans that violated the Americans with Disabilities Act by omitting provisions for PWD. The court has often ruled against local and regional governments, citing a lack of procedures for notifying PWD of an emergency (Los Angeles, CA), no plans to inform PWD how to react in an emergency (Los Angeles and Sacramento, CA), and an absence of provisions to evacuate PWD during emergencies (Brooklyn, NY) [38].

Researchers have investigated the effects of such inadequate emergency planning and policies on PWD. For example, deaf evacuees were turned away from two shelters during two hurricanes on the U.S. Gulf Coast [81]. During Hurricane Katrina, persons who were deaf or hard of hearing had a difficult time communicating in shelters due to a lack of assistive devices (80% of shelters) and translation services (70% of shelters) [58]. Similar findings were reported among the Deaf communities in Japan that experienced the Kobe and Tohoku earthquakes, and many members of the Deaf community elected to stay in damaged homes [78]. In addition to a lack of accessible services in emergencies, Campbell and colleagues cautioned that during pandemic influenza, PWD who rely on caregivers may be at greater risk of infection given the close-proximity human contact much caregiving requires [19]. Overall, individuals with disabilities face undue burdens and increased challenges when attempting to access public information and assistance during emergencies.

3 METHODOLOGY

To conduct this multi-domain, multi-phased study, we first performed a widely inclusive search to learn what PWD were tweeting about regarding COVID-19. Second, we synthesized our domains of focus based on the search results and topics appropriate for an ASSETS audience. We obtained broad viewpoints on the impact of critical service provision, remote education, and public health information dissemination by analyzing a sample of tweets related to each domain. Third, based on what the tweets surfaced, we chose a sector of each domain to investigate in more depth.

Specifically, we began by searching for hashtags on Twitter related to accessibility and/or disabilities in general (e.g., “accessibility”, “disability”, “#a11y”, “accessible technology”, “#captions”, etc.) and to the intersection of accessibility, disabilities, and the pandemic (e.g., “#DisabilityC19”, “#HighRiskCovid19”). We conducted this search of 59 general terms relating to disability and technology (available in Supplemental Material) from April 6th to April 12th, 2020 and collected 3,375 resulting tweets. We read a randomized subset of this general sample, noting particular topics and key terms that returned relevant or irrelevant results. From this process, we identified a few major topics of discussion:

- **Grocery delivery**: A large increase in the use of grocery delivery services and applications was leading to digital crowding and other issues.
- **Online education**: The transition in education at all levels to remote instruction generated conversation on accessibility requirements and accommodations.
- **Remote work**: Similar to the transition to learning online, working virtually and at home generated conversation about what accommodations were available for PWD before and during the pandemic.
• **Public health information:** During the pandemic, many organizations shared information about preventing coronavirus spread and updates about the status of their area or nation. People discussed whether this information was accessible to those with disabilities.

• **Medical rationing:** The question of limited access to healthcare, including COVID-19 tests and treatments, drove discussion about disability rights and ensuring that people would receive equal access to healthcare if rationing occurred.

Of these topics, we elected to focus on grocery delivery, online education, and public health messaging because of their relationship to accessible technology and their prevalence in the general sample. Concerns around remote work significantly overlapped those related to online education. However, there was a higher prevalence of tweets related to online education, so we focused on that topic for a broader view into remote productivity. For medical rationing, concerns focused on disability rights and medical ethics rather than technology, so the topic was not within the scope of this project.

For each of the three chosen domains, we iteratively created lists of search keywords using the Twitter API to collect tweets, determine their relevance, and choose keywords to better target the intersection of the COVID-19 pandemic, PWD, and the domain. We then utilized these search terms to collect a final sample of representative tweets for each domain from April 16-22, 2020 (Figure 2). We sampled the following number of tweets for each domain (no retweets were included): Grocery Delivery: 7,877; Education: 1,244; Public Health Messaging: 544 (not including the analysis of public health departments). We used the API to collect all the tweets available for each search term on each day of the selected week. Once this sample of tweets was collected, we randomly sampled 250 tweets from the total pool to analyze their themes. These 750 tweets were authored by 624 unique accounts from the following countries: 45% US, 15% UK, 5% Canada, 2% Australia, 6% other country, and 27% unknown (location is not a required profile field). Therefore, our findings present primarily a US perspective, not that of all English-speaking countries. We further calculated user activity for the accounts in our sample of tweets: 18% of users posted more than 1,000 tweets in the last 6 months, 46% between 100 and 1,000, 29% between 10 and 100, and 7% less than 10 tweets.

![Timeline: Twitter Search Windows amid COVID-19 Cases](image)

**Figure 2.** Timeline of our Twitter searches amid the new cases per day (7-day rolling average) in the US, UK, Canada, and Australia. Note that most countries or sub-national regions had some sort of social distancing measures, stay at home orders, or lockdowns during this time period.

One pair of research team members analyzed the tweets for grocery delivery and education, while another pair focused on public health messaging. Members of the research team met repeatedly to discuss relevant themes in the tweet text or linked webpages. If they determined a tweet was not relevant to COVID-19, being disabled or high risk, or the specific domain, they replaced it with a new randomly sampled tweet to ensure that the same number of tweets was assessed for each domain. Both research team members analyzed the entire sample to discuss and develop themes together.

For each domain, we present the themes elicited by the tweets themselves as well as additional findings from linked news articles, resources, or additional domain-specific analyses. We aimed for a balance of coverage and specificity by
iteratively expanding and refining our terms before searching, nonetheless our search did not include all possible related topics that could impact PWD, such as remote healthcare. As mentioned previously, our findings are not intended to be an exhaustive description of all impacts on PWD, but to serve as a reflection for technology design and accessibility impact for unusual or emergency situations.

## 4 FINDINGS: CONTACT-FREE GROCERY ACQUISITION

In this section, we examined the degree to which distribution of critical services prioritized PWD and high-risk individuals. We scoped this domain to the critical service, grocery acquisition, given that it is a necessary activity to fulfill basic human needs. Though under-researched, nourishment has been argued a worthwhile design space (e.g., [24, 70]): technology could support more sustainable food production and consumption [59] and may help address undernourishment in food deserts, which are home to many PWD [29]. Overall, food acquisition by PWD is very understudied.

Our analysis consisted of two phases. In the first phase, we learned what tweets revealed about the grocery acquisition landscape, given our preliminary findings from the media and initial tweet samples on the prevalence of negative experiences and ambiguity about grocery acquisition by high-risk and disabled people. In the second phase, we performed a follow-up exploration of the COVID-19 policies of large, relevant supermarket chains to corroborate the tweeters’ reports.

### 4.1 What do tweets reveal about grocery acquisition?

As we began our Twitter exploration, our sample revealed four primary themes. The first two centered on product delivery, accessibility hacks that disabled people have leveraged for years as online shopping may make product perusal more accessible, require less energy, and necessitate fewer movements than a trip to the store. In the first theme, tweeters were grateful for mutual aid efforts and for any provisions that supermarkets made to allocate delivery slots for people who could not shop in person. However, the second theme highlighted insufficiencies in these special provisions, such as PWD’s inability to secure grocery slots when services were flooded with requests. Notably, experience sharing about grocery acquisition superseded delivery concerns. Specifically, a third theme surfaced in a multitude of requests for help and reports of health and disabilities that made obtaining food especially difficult. Finally, some tweeters exhibited a fourth theme of public advocacy in the form of questioning governments and supermarkets and sharing their preferences for how grocery acquisition should be handled during COVID-19.

In our first theme, tweeters shared positive responses to food insecurity during COVID-19. Some praised philanthropists and localized mutual aid efforts for serving those in need. Others shared information about how those in need of groceries could connect with mutual aid in their area. A third subset represented personal accounts of high-risk and disabled people’s experiences receiving groceries as part of government and corporate efforts to serve them equitably. For example, one tweeter claimed supermarket chain Iceland Groceries “saved the day” by delivering groceries to their high-risk father. Together, these tweets highlighted communities coming together in recognition that grocery shopping for high-risk and PWD warranted equitable assistance provision.

However, our second theme showed that disabled customers of grocery delivery platforms encountered new challenges. For example, use of delivery services by people who typically shop in stores spiked, leaving several disabled and high-risk customers unable to secure a delivery slot when best practices cautioned them against venturing to supermarkets. Another Iceland Groceries shopper, for example, had a different experience. They recounted being a vulnerable high-risk citizen and not being able to get grocery deliveries for the next week, “…I understood you were making delivery slots for customers like myself.” Some of these negative experiences were spawned by ambiguity about how qualification criteria were developed for preferential delivery slots as part of a government-stipulated, supermarket-run program in the UK. Most acknowledged they did not officially qualify but believed the qualifications too narrow as to not include caregivers or some disabilities. As one tweeter summarized, “Despite being in the high-risk group, we’re not in the highest risk group.” These snippets hinted at some complexities of changing policies: while helping some individuals, they left out others.

The third theme encapsulated the sharing of challenges that made grocery acquisition difficult and their associated requests for help. Some of these posts directly responded to philanthropists whose offers to assist random tweeters went viral. Others contributed to more general conversations, such as educating the Twitterverse of specifics about health risks and caring for loved ones. One tweet sought help and justified the request with a description of their family’s challenges, “please help my mom dad sister and I are all out of work due to being high risk Need help with bills and groceries.” This theme demonstrated that there are grocery-related needs beyond delivery slots: many tweeters lacked funds or other structural supports that would make grocery shopping easier.
In the fourth theme, Twitter was used as a platform for public advocacy [12, 50]. Some tweeters tagged government officials and supermarkets with questions. For example, a high-risk customer was disconcerted that they had purchased a membership but could not secure delivery, “I’ve been a weekly customer for years Now I can’t get a delivery spot … You don’t [sic] pick up the phone or allow email How should I handle this Reverse membership fee.” Another concerned tweeter tagged a provincial government asking, “Is there anything that the [anonymous] government is doing to help those on [government assistance] … They live on very small amounts of money and with rising food pharmaceuticals and delivery costs they aren’t making it through.” Other advocacy took many forms: critiques that current service provisions were insufficient (19 tweets), advice to individuals on how to cope and be helpful to others, messages to governments and private companies with policy suggestions, general education (as opposed to personal stories) about what it is like to be high-risk or disabled during COVID-19, and calls for volunteers to grocery shop for neighbors. For example, one critique argued online shopping became more difficult for PWD: “Disabled people who couldn’t shop STILL can’t shop but most have lost access to online delivery” because many nondisabled people newly used grocery delivery services with the onset of COVID-19. Some suggestions were practical advice: “Take care of your high-risk friends and family Drop groceries off on their porch assist financially if you are able Just love them.”

Conversations on Twitter about grocery acquisition while being high-risk or disabled spanned a variety of themes from positive to negative sentiments, personal accounts and activist stances. Although mutual aid, government policies, and changes in customer service to equitably assist disabled and high-risk people were well received by some, there remained significant need for additional provisions and clarity on how to negotiate them.

4.2 What are grocery store reactions to COVID-19?

To gain an understanding of the context of the tweets that we examined, we surveyed the policies of all of the grocery store chains with over 1,000 stores in the US and UK, the primary tweet locations in our sample: Kroger, Albertson’s, Walmart, Target, Food Lion, Tesco, and Sainsbury’s (Table 1). For each company, we searched for information regarding policies that could impact the accessibility of acquiring groceries based on our observations from the tweets. This information included changes to the in-store shopping experience in light of COVID-19 (e.g., capacity, limitations to in-store movement, availability of priority hours) and delivery/pickup accommodations for customers at high risk and/or with disabilities. While in-store policies may not directly relate to delivery services, store conditions (e.g., long outdoor queues) may lead to additional users requiring delivery. For each interest area and category, we examined each grocer’s COVID-19 response webpage and searched for press releases or other media if the information was not available there. This information is presented in Table 1. If the corporate website did not explicitly mention information about an interest area, we excluded the topic from Table 1, and we stated “by store” if the corporate messaging reported that the policy varied by individual store location.

All of the grocery store websites referenced physical changes to in-store shopping, such as reductions in customer capacity, floor markings to specify travel direction and inform where people may stand, and the elimination of small carts and baskets. All stores also specified priority hours for shoppers either who were “at risk” (including terms such as at risk, seniors, vulnerable, pregnant, and immunocompromised or references to CDC guidelines) or, in the case of Walmart, only seniors. While Walmart did not offer high-risk shoppers’ priority in-store hours, Walmart was the only US store with priority pick-up hours and they let people self-enroll as high-risk online. All stores offered contact-free delivery, and most supermarkets also offered contact-free pickup (via placing groceries in the trunk of a car). Albertson’s and Tesco mentioned that delivery people could deliver groceries and place them inside of the home. All stores except Kroger acknowledged that people should expect delivery delays. Tesco and Sainsbury’s additionally enrolled people in priority grocery delivery slots by consulting government-curated lists of extremely vulnerable people, prior customer information, and case-by-case requests, and they limited the number of slots that non-priority customers could access.

Overall, official policies around prioritizing grocery deliveries for people who needed it the most were vague or non-existent, even while companies acknowledged delays and lack of delivery slots. Our Twitter analysis revealed that without specific measures to support customer prioritization with increased demands, individual customers for whom in-store shopping is a challenge must navigate grocery shopping by contacting companies individually (e.g., by tagging companies or government officials in tweets) or by leveraging their social support systems. While Tesco and Sainsbury’s (UK chains) offered prioritization, they also placed a notice on their sites encouraging customers to limit their use of delivery services such that people who need delivery can access the service. Given that messaging during the public health crisis can be confusing to the general public, clear guidelines educating people to save delivery options for those who need it may encourage some to shop in-store.
Table 1. For large grocery store chains (1000+ stores) in the US and the UK, we analyzed policies related to the accessibility of obtaining groceries. For each store, we detail changes to in-store shopping including capacity limits (Capacity), in-store flow (In-store), priority shopping hours (Priority hours), Delivery, Pickup, Priority Delivery, Priority Pickup, and Limits (e.g., if the store mentioned delays that may limit people from delivery access, or if they placed restrictions on slots that users could sign up for). Abbreviations: CF for contact-free. *Target is followed by an asterisk to indicate that Target paused their rollout of grocery delivery services due to increased in-store demand and limited trained staff. **Two asterisks indicate the stores are multinational companies for which we examined their US-specific or UK-specific policies only. This data was collected on April 23rd, 2020 and verified again on May 5th, 2020.

5 FINDINGS: SOCIALLY DISTANT EDUCATION

In many areas, social distancing started with the closure of schools from elementary through post-secondary education. We examined the transition to remote education for disabled students, their instructors, and caregivers during the initial months of social distancing through themes from our Twitter sample. The most notable themes include: supporting social and emotional learning and wellbeing, advocacy and critiques for available education accommodations, and resource sharing. Given the amount of resource sharing about access technology and how to make educational content accessible, we further categorized the tools and tips named in our Twitter sample and discussed the challenges of moving education to a fully online format during this transition.

5.1 Supporting social emotional learning and wellbeing

Approximately 20% of analyzed tweets discussed social emotional resources for education at home. Social and emotional learning (SEL) has emerged as an important pedagogical tool to facilitate academic success and mental wellbeing (e.g., [22, 33, 74]). SEL approaches include self-management, self-awareness, and recognizing emotions in others [22, 34]. To assist in the transition to online education, instructors and therapists shared resources that aimed to facilitate emotional regulation and to encourage students to meet their basic needs first and to not over-worry about completing coursework in the same way as they did pre-pandemic.

The most commonly shared resources covered DIY crafts, methods for scaffolding healthy routines, and how to provide sensory support for children. These included guides on how to create quiet spaces in the home and calming stimulation. Some resources showed how to create visual routines and schedules to parents of students with autism. Another subset shared literacy resources to support speech therapy at home and to facilitate learning through play. Finally, other tweets from therapists and special educators concerned navigating learning new technology to adapt their workflow, check-in with their students, and support parents and caregivers.
5.2 Advocacy and critiques of available education accommodations

Students with disabilities shared personal challenges on Twitter, including struggles to complete tasks at home due to chronic health conditions. Others offered strong critiques against universities who ignored their accommodation requirements before the pandemic, but now were able to make those accommodations for everyone [61]. Tweets mentioned that pre-pandemic accessibility accommodations were assessed on a “special-needs” basis instead of using accessibility as a best practice overall. A specific tweet lamented that despite online coursework having both positive and negative outcomes for broader accessibility, the current need basis approach to accessibility prevented schools and universities from being better prepared for the current situation.

Tweets (12) also surfaced problems with instructors not having enough training on accessibility, resulting in ableist solutions. For example, one tweet discussed ableist proctoring practices that were implemented in remote testing procedures such as using “irregular” eye-movement as a sign of possible cheating.

Advocacy-related tweets urged parents and students to prioritize flexibility amidst the pandemic, but to also assert their continued right to education. Some tweets in this theme took political stances, urging legislators to not approve any waivers that would excuse educators from ensuring at-home instruction included disabled students to the greatest degree possible. This was sparked by a legislator-sponsored proposal to relax requirements stipulated by the US’s Individuals with Disabilities Education Act [1]; the proposal was ultimately not adopted [72].

5.3 Sharing resources on accessible educational technologies

We observed a high percentage of tweets (~25%) sharing resources on how to make online content accessible for students with disabilities. The resources and tips shared were directed towards teachers, students, and parents; they span across four categories: general accessibility features, educational content creation, content consumption, and live conferencing support.

Resources shared related to general accessibility features include features of various devices (e.g., Macs, Windows PCs, Chromebooks, iPads) such as screen readers, magnifiers, contrast adjustments, dictation, and narration, though these are not specific to education settings. For content creation, many tweets shared resources to suggest that teachers make course content easy to parse, add alt text to images, and generate captions for videos automatically (e.g., using techniques like Flipgrid, Screencastify or Apple Clips) or manually (post-hoc editing). Also, many specific features were suggested to students and parents to assist with their content creation, such as using dictation for voice typing and changing to full screen to reduce distractions. For content consumption, many tweets focused on tips for students to better perceive the educational materials. Resources included display support (e.g., zooming features in word processing software), cognitive support (e.g., Microsoft immersive reader), and translation (e.g., Google Translate). Many companies and organizations advertised available and accessible educational content that were specifically prepared for students with disabilities.

Because most traditional face-to-face classes moved to online formats, people heavily discussed live conferencing platforms and support, including Zoom, Google Hangouts, Skype, Microsoft Teams, and Webex. The resources shared focused on whether the platforms are screen reader accessible, ways to support Q&A, whether participants can join in using alternative methods (e.g., dial-in number), and whether and how the tools can support live captioning. The highest praised methods included automatic captioning support by Google Slides and Microsoft PowerPoint or integrating external captionists or plugins (e.g., Otter.ai) for Zoom and Webex.

When moving education online, people pieced together solutions from various platforms to adapt to accessibility barriers. In the long run, many of these problems require technical solutions from companies to improve the accessibility features. However, some problems arise from a lack of knowledge and awareness of existing technical capabilities by the end users. Therefore, the broader socio-technical context should also be considered to make sure existing solutions can be utilized effectively.

6 FINDINGS: PUBLIC HEALTH MESSAGING

In a crisis, access to up-to-date information is critical to ensure collective public safety. As such, our themes in this domain are concerned with the degree to which disabled people could interpret pandemic status updates and associated governmental responses. This was discussed in the contexts of broadcasted press briefings and online information.

6.1 Communication from Governments to People

Many of the tweets that we examined discussed the presence of sign language interpreters at government-hosted press conferences about the pandemic. Users tweeted praise directed at press conferences that included interpreters, and gratitude toward the interpreters themselves. Some hearing tweeters used this opportunity to ask their questions about sign languages, and some seemed surprised that facial expressions were important to the language. Discussion, primarily
by advocates of Deaf and disabled communities, proliferated in critique of governments who did not have interpreters at their press conferences, citing previous violations to indicate this was an ongoing problem [19, 81]. As we examined English language tweets, these criticisms were primarily leveled at the US White House and UK Prime Minister’s briefings. Twitter users pointed out that many municipal, county, or state governments provided sign language interpreters, yet the US and UK national governments failed to do so. Some tweets discussed the inaccessibility of public health information online or on social media. An example in Figure 1 depicts a tweet from the CDC with a popular graphic about “flattening the curve”. While versions of this graphic and accompanying slogan were ubiquitous public health messages in March 2020, the graphics were not accompanied by alternative text to describe them for people with vision impairments. As such, we further discuss the inaccessibility of government websites and social media in Section 6.3.

6.2 Communication Difficulties for PWD

A secondary theme that emerged from our sample was the effects of the public health recommendations to wear masks on people who are DHH or who have communication disabilities. We noticed that the discussions were different depending on whether they concerned communication in everyday or medical settings.

6.2.1 Everyday Communication

People who are DHH often rely on their conversation partners’ faces to be visible as gestures and expressions are integral to sign languages. Additionally, interpreting aural speech necessitates face visibility as lip-reading aids in understanding verbal speech and inferring meaning [76]. Public health recommendations instructing people to wear face-obstructing PPE (e.g., face masks) rendered interpersonal communication impossible for many DHH people, excluding them from society. Many echoed the sentiment of one Deaf Twitter user, who posted “I’m in a[sic] BIG trouble. What if we are required to wear a face mask in public?... I can’t lipread when his/her [sic] mouth is covered. I guess I just wave and move on...” Thus, with store employees, essential workers, and in some cases TV reporters wearing face masks, DHH people face additional challenges in accessing basic needs. Several tweets raised awareness of this problem and advised people to carry alternate communication materials (e.g., pen and paper, speech-to-text translation apps) when wearing face masks. There were also multiple tweets linking to transparent face masks to facilitate DHH communication; however, sources for their purchase were unclear. Regardless, the effectiveness of these solutions is limited by the low awareness of this problem and the even lower number of people willing to circumvent it by proactively keeping alternative communication mediums on hand. Without mention in official public health guidelines, it is unlikely that these solutions will be adopted widely enough to benefit DHH people in everyday communication.

6.2.2 Medical Communication

A more urgent challenge for DHH and other disabled people is the need for effective communication in medical and healthcare environments. It is even more critical for healthcare professionals to wear PPE in medical settings where contagious diseases such as COVID-19 may be present. The information conveyed between patients and healthcare workers must be communicated accurately and effectively [25, 80]. Twitter users suggested possible solutions using technology (whiteboards, clear face masks, or remote interpreters). At least one tweet linked to a printable form that DHH or people with communication disabilities could complete before talking to medical professionals. Two tweets, including one by advocacy group NCIHC [57], commended specific healthcare providers for ensuring that their patients had access to in-person or remote interpreters onsite or at testing sites. In an encouraging finding, we learned that several third-party remote sign language interpreters and real-time captionists offered their services for free to facilitate medical communication. However, ideally hospitals and public health institutions would already have the necessary tools to communicate and properly treat PWD.

6.3 Accessibility of US State Health Department Twitter Accounts and COVID-19 Websites

While analyzing tweets regarding public health information, we noticed many government agencies attempting to disseminate information through website links, videos, or included images. As prior work has demonstrated [39, 40, 56], we hypothesized that social media channels may still be inaccessible to people with vision impairments. To investigate this, we collected pre-pandemic tweets from the official Twitter accounts of the US Centers for Disease Control, US Health and Human Services, and all health agencies for the 50 US states, Washington D.C., and US territories. We then examined the use of alternative text descriptions for images posted by these accounts. The images on these accounts included simple eye-catching graphics about daily briefings, public health information in graphics, and various state or partner resources (Figure 3). Overall, 8 of 55 agencies’ Twitter accounts had used alternative text prior to the pandemic, with 589 of 926 (63%) of the images those accounts posted in November 2019 - January 2020 containing alternative text
descriptions. Once the pandemic began in earnest (February - April 2020), a total of 12 accounts employed alternative text descriptions, with 1,744 of 3,111 (56%) of their images being made accessible. While the percent of total images that were accessible dropped slightly, four new states adopted the alternative text feature on Twitter, and most states stayed close to the percentage of accessible alt text they offered prior to the pandemic. We did not examine the quality of the alt text included by states that choose to do so, although prior efforts to assess alt text quality on Twitter indicate that most human-authored alt text either partially or fully describes the image [39]. The majority of images tweeted by the states were inaccessible, and the quantity of public health inaccessibility was striking.

Figure 3. Examples of three common image types posted by state health departments on Twitter: (left) a graphic to catch attention and advertise daily updates posted by Massachusetts, (center) a flowchart informing people who should be tested for COVID-19 posted by California, and (right) resources for people with questions about COVID-19 posted by Michigan.

This lack of accessibility for pandemic updates and resources was not limited to social media. One article shared several times in our tweet sample was an analysis of the accessibility of US state COVID-19 websites [8]. Government websites must comply with standard accessibility guidelines, but this analysis found that all but 2 (Maine and New Mexico) featured common accessibility issues. For example, this study found that 41/50 websites had low-contrast text, 31/50 had empty links or buttons making navigation challenging, and 12/50 were missing alternative text for images. In response to this article, several states have claimed they take accessibility seriously and will work to improve their websites, albeit weeks after they were first published.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Existing problems magnified by pandemic</th>
<th>Product Delivery</th>
<th>Online Education</th>
<th>Public Health Comm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lack of funds and support of basic needs</td>
<td>Inaccessible online educational content and materials</td>
<td>Inaccessible websites and social media messaging</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delivery slot unavailable &amp; delayed for high-risk population</td>
<td>Educational plans and individualized programs built for in-person interactions</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad-hoc signs and markers not accessible, long lines cause fatigue</td>
<td>Online LMS/video delivery platforms introduced accessibility challenges</td>
<td>Masking policy leads to comm challenges for people who are DHH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communities are connecting in forms of mutual aids</td>
<td>Accommodations previously rejected by universities are now allowed</td>
<td>Some sign language at briefings; 4 states adopt alt text on social media</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Summary of common themes across the three domains (Product Delivery, Online Education, and Public Health Communication), including existing problems being magnified by the pandemic, existing solutions don’t have emergency substitutes, emergency measures did not consider accessibility, and some improvements emerged but took a pandemic to get there.

7 DISCUSSION

The themes which emerged in each of our three domains generally fit four different types of issues relating to emergency preparedness and accessibility (Table 2). In many ways, when institutions rapidly change or provide new guidelines (e.g., masking policies), the impacts on PWD are considered unintended consequences. However unintended, they can still impose undue burden, and may be avoidable with more inclusive prior planning. As such, technology and policy designers must always consider their effects on PWD: at the time of design, during proactive emergency
preparedness and policymaking, and during an emergency itself. Failure to do so will only result in harm caused by problems that could have been foreseen and prevented. As such, our discussion offers some key questions that may guide future and much needed research on the role technology can play in emergency preparedness along with some design recommendations to improve access supports.

7.1 Pandemic-Influence on (Re)Structured (In)Accessibility

The rapid changes have exacerbated existing problems that have negatively affected the disability community for years, and as with prior research, we noticed Twitter became a platform for sharing associated frustrations and suggestions [5, 51]. Inaccessible websites and social media accounts are not new problems [7, 39, 42, 43, 51, 56], but when they contain critical public health information, they become even more important. Online education tools have always had accessibility barriers, and PWD could not effectively use them before the pandemic [9, 18, 46, 62], yet at the pandemic’s onset, they became a requirement rather than an option, comprising the only gateways to resuming lessons. It is hard to create and validate accessible technology and policy during an emergency like a pandemic, so efforts must be enacted at the time of design and when things are in normal operation.

In some cases, PWD had important services or accommodations pre-pandemic that have been negatively affected or removed entirely due to social distancing policies. For example, when people who always rely on grocery delivery to meet basic needs cannot utilize the service due to crowding, the impact is compounded since the service was already an essential tool to gain access. In these cases, technology and policy designers (even at the retailer level), must consider how to ensure those people’s needs are met. Some guiding questions to mobilize this important research include: if there are accommodations, such as captioning, in the physical classroom, how could that move online if in-person courses are disrupted? Similarly, how can we support individualized education plans and provide the same level of accommodation to students who benefitted from in-person support? What other disasters or environments may affect the planned technology or accommodation, and how can we mitigate the impacts on transition? When we design accessible technology and equitable policy for the future, we must not only consider how new experiences will be accessible, but how new experiences will successfully transfer existing accessibility solutions.

Of course, some policy or technology changes cannot be easily anticipated, as this is the nature of emergencies. But unlike current practice, emergency measures must keep people with disabilities in mind when enacted! For example, when retailers had to modify their stores to obey social distancing policies, they did not consider that ad-hoc signs or markers would be inaccessible to people with vision impairments. Similarly, the rapid public policy switch which standardized mask-wearing lead to communication barriers for people who were DHH, not only in the healthcare system, but in public, similar to past emergency response inadequacies [58, 81]. These policies must be enacted for public health and safety, but should come with guidelines for how to mitigate negative consequences for PWD, as well as allowing some flexibility in implementation where it is safe. Failure to do so will only ensure more burden falls on the people already adversely affected by an emergency.

Finally, some tweets and media reports hinted at how the pandemic may improve accommodations for PWD. For example, pandemic-inspired policies requiring that learning and working happen at home when at all possible are finally recognizing PWD who were previously denied such accommodations. Daily press briefings from various governments may have raised awareness about the importance of sign language interpretation, and we see a few state health departments may have turned on accessibility features for social media accounts that they were not using previously. We hope that some societal changes turn out to be good for PWD, but it remains to be seen whether these accommodations will remain after the emergency has passed.

7.2 Flexibility to Support Shifting Eligibility Requirements for Services

The assumptions that we build into our organizations and technology, such as first-come-first-serve prioritization of grocery delivery slots, may be difficult to change in an emergency, but if that code or policy was flexible, then prioritization efforts could be instituted sooner. When something can be universally designed to serve everyone better, that is the preferred approach, but if finite grocery delivery slots must be allocated, for example, equitable solutions must be pre-planned to ease their enactment. Clear-cut solutions seem impossible, but we argue that neglecting to thoughtfully design potentially tiered deployment of particular services to particular people cannot be ignored or we are complicit in re-cementing ableist status quo when disaster strikes. One area that our tweets taught us needs targeted attention is how to design equitable resource allocation inclusive of those who do not make it onto centralized databases of PWD like the caregivers and high-risk people who struggled to obtain groceries, even when policies were implemented to assist. However, while more equitable technology could be designed to allocate service provision based on more flexible eligibility requirements, we must also consider the ethics of such information collection. For example, research questions...
could explore how to embrace self-reports inclusive of people who do not have documented disabilities while minimizing taking advantage. Future work could help governments and large companies transparently communicate decisions about who is eligible and offer alternative avenues for qualifying, as Walmart allowed high-risk people to manually enroll in priority pick up. Finally, platforms must build in privacy to prevent exploitation of vulnerable information sharing to, for example, avoid selective promotion of price gouged products as online shopping is already criticized for being more expensive [49]. Additionally, improvements may come from directions which do not rely solely on those in most need providing information to justify equitable treatment. As some tweets suggested, we find promise in mutual aid models of support which accessibility research could help to scale and which may localize centers for matching people and companies who can help with those in need without requiring detailed documentation of disclosure. Further, as social media has become a tool of education, we believe retailers’ platforms could also build in moments for customers to consider their need in the milieu of others’ during pandemic times, with alternatives for how they may shop differently to decrease their impact on overburdened systems.

7.3 Flexibility to Support Accessible Rapid Transitions Online

While not all emergency measures can be planned for ahead of time, many can be anticipated or flexible enough to support rapid transitions from a physical to online medium. The transition to remote learning that we are currently observing could have been an accessible one, if the tools and content had been made accessible from the beginning. As described by Seale and Cooper 10 years ago, the culture around making curriculum accessible impacts accessibility itself [71]. A shift from the current model of accessibility that relies on PWD requesting and justifying their accommodations to one of Universal Design for Learning—making accommodations easy to access at any point in time by all students, could better prepare institutions for remote teaching and learning and minimize the amount of disability-specific changes during a rapid transition [16, 31]. Some aspects of amplifying Universal Design for Learning where accessibility research may be poised to intervene include more accessible and smooth documentation of in-person, low-tech learning to cloud storage and vice versa. Finally, we found that SEL resources were among those most commonly shared. While a pandemic increases the need for SEL resources, supporting student wellbeing and mental health is gaining traction more generally [22, 34]. Yet much research on education accessibility concerns the minutia of accessing educational materials, completing assignments, and participating in class. COVID-19’s impact on PWD has highlighted the need for Universal Design for Learning to also concern insuring SEL is widely available offline and online, and integrated as part of an overall inclusive learning environment.

7.4 Limitations & Future Work

As the COVID-19 pandemic began to affect people and organizations in March-April 2020, we rapidly collected data from social media to capture the ways in which it was affecting PWD. We chose Twitter as a source for our social media analysis because public tweets can be quickly captured and analyzed. However, we could not validate that the tweets we analyzed came only from PWD, as disability status is not always advertised on social media profiles. Additionally, we chose domains that had existing discussion on the platform and could be easily located with keyword searches, which may have skewed our analysis towards topics that were highly visible in the public eye, such as sign language interpreters on daily TV briefings. Views and issues that PWD face may not appear in this sample if that population is largely excluded from Twitter (such as young students with disabilities), or it covers a topic that people would not be comfortable publicly broadcasting. Future work could look for these additional domain topics, and engage with them individually in depth, as each contains a multitude of design opportunities for improvement.

We also believe there is opportunity for researchers to study the long-term effects of the COVID-19 pandemic, not just the rapid shift that occurred in Spring 2020. What aspects of accessibility improve over time as social distancing policies relax? Do any accommodations that were made for remote education or work continue past the height of the emergency? And what steps do technology or policy designers take to prepare for the next disaster, either explicitly or by ensuring equitable design as part of the general design of their products or policies?

8 CONCLUSION

This analysis of Twitter activity surrounding the COVID-19 pandemic and disability has revealed technology and structures that are too fragile to handle rapid change, leading to further inequities for PWD. Grocery stores are not prepared to prioritize delivery of basic goods to those unable to visit in person. The tools we build for learning online do not offer the same accommodations that we have so carefully designed for in-person education. And, governments are only sporadically equipped to deliver critical information to PWD. These experiences during an emergency not only confirm the common criticism in accessibility research that accessibility must be designed from the beginning, but also
illuminate that to be truly equitable, we must include flexibility in technology and policy design to accommodate PWD undergoing rapid change. In the next emergency, that little-used service like grocery delivery or online and accessible education may become universally critical infrastructure, and flexibility may allow it to better serve everyone, instead of again leaving PWD behind.
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